EHS Group meeting 2015-04-07

Present: Catharina Henje, Lasse Byström, Maria Göransdotter, Patrik Mattsson, Jon Sommarström

Absent: Peter Lundholm, Jenny Holmberg, Agnes Rosengren, Felix Noller

1. Last meeting’s protocol.
   Not available. Titti contacts Peter to receive the minutes.

2. Info from Work Environment group:

   -Fire safety. Evacuation mattresses and instructions for use are mounted on the walls in the stairwells on floor 2 (outside the Administration corridor and the Printer room). Information on how to use them has been given to the degree students. Information will be given at next Wozzop.

   -Ventilation. This autumn, the ventilation has been cleaned and calibrated. General ventilation at UID is on between 06.00-18.00, Sat/Sun turned off, but the ventilation can always be turned on manually (2 hours at a time). Ventilation in Project studio + Workshop + Research and IDI studios 05.00-20 daily, Sat/Sun 6.30-20.00. Decision to increase ventilation hours in the BFA and MFA studios also, and look into the ventilation hours for the studios (suggestion Mon-Fri: 05.00-20.00, Sat/Sun 08.30-19.00).

   -Safety. Possibility to have a First aid and CPR education, including “heart starter” machine, at UID is under investigation (Titti). Students open windows in the BFA studio, and forget them open. The alarms there is only triggered by broken glass.

   -BAM-education. Basic education in work environment for Lasse, Titti and Maria is being investigated by Titti. Question of how the student work environment representatives receive their training.

   -Workshop. The level of cleaning and order in the 4D labs and workshops has improved a lot, which is appreciated by both staff and students. Routines for lending tools can be improved further. Problematic when people borrow tools to the studios and labs without noting it. Tools also disappear – both expensive ones and less expensive – which causes problems and unnecessary costs for UID. Important to find a good balance between accessibility and “control”.

   Important also to be aware the the UID machinery in the workshop is quite old, and will probably malfunction or hiccup sooner or later.

3. Info from Equal access group
   Not available.

4. Additional questions
- **Stress management techniques.** Students raise the question if we can have a lecture or workshop on stress management techniques from the Student health services. UID has several times asked them to provide this, but so far there has not been any English speaking staff available at the Student health services. *Titti* contacts Agnes Lundgren at POU to see if she can help us. *Maria* contacts the leadership at Student health services to follow up on previous discussions around this.

- **Truck driver’s licence.** Lasse and David will participate in a truck licence education in May.

5. **Next meeting**
   May 5, 2015 at 08:15 in the Conference Administrative room.